
We Honoured the Beautiful Ships at the Post-Convention Cruise 2019 

Every sailor's heart melts while looking at the beautiful old sailing ship. Therefore, we did not 
hesitate for long and decided to participate in the Post-Convention Cruise. Unfortunately the Tall 
Ship cabins were quickly sold out, so we chartered a standard yacht and decided to accompany the 
beautiful Tall Ships instead. Thus we spent an unusually warm sailing week in the Baltic Sea, 
attended the Welcome Party at the main Tall Ship named Artemis, made contacts with other sailors, 
and eventually escorted the fleet to its next voyage. Part of our crew also participated in the 
Farewell Party in Kiel. 

 

Martin Pešat, Commodore Czech and Slovak Rotary Fleet 

We sailed under the leadership of the founding Commodore of our fleet, Jan Chalupa, followed by 
the eternally smiling Bob Křempek, accompanied by an experienced lifeguard Lukáš Ženatý. 
Everything was monitored, recorded and photographed by the current Czech and Slovak Rotary Fleet 
Commodore, Martin Pešat. Above us were our wives, who were a little jealous of the beautiful 
sailboats around us…… 

 

The Founding Commodore of the Czech and Slovak Rotary Fleet Jan Chalupa sails in the Kiel Bay. 



The Fleet Flag Flew Higher Than Usual 

Flying flags at sea is a special science requiring detailed knowledge, but it is always true that the flag 
does not rise more than a few meters above sea level. So it occurred to me that our commodore’s 
flag might like a trip to the heights. I therefore took it with me recently to the summit of Lobuche 
East (6,119 m) in the Himalayas. There, I also found examples of other Rotary activities, notably by 
fellow Nepalese Rotarians on Gorakshep, at 5,140 m in the Mount Everest area. 

 

Summit Lobuche East (6,119 m), in background Mt. Everest 

 

 

Rotary is almost anywhere. Gorakshep, Mt. Everest area (5,140 m) 



Rotary Sailing Week 2019 

It seems unbelievable, but we are already in the ninth year of the Rotary Sailing Week on the 
Adriatic. We regularly sail in the spring, but this year we have moved the time due to the Rotary 
Convention and Post-Convention Cruise falling in the autumn. This year, the Rotary Sailing Week will 
take place in Croatia from 14th to 21st September 2019 in the Central Adriatic. All crews will meet on 
Tuesday, September 19, 2019 at 6 pm at Murter in the marina Betina where it is arranged to meet 
Croatian Rotarians and sailors. More detailed instructions will be available at www.rotarysail.eu  and 
at FB Rotary Sailing Week. 

 

Rotary Ceremony 

 

An Honorary Member of our fleet: Richard Konkolski (three times circumnavigated the world!) 

 
Martin Pešat 

Commodore Czech and Slovak Rotary Fleet 
 


